Abstract
Introduction
With the development of 3D scanning technique and remote sensing technique, there are lots of 3D mesh data in various kinds of application fields, such as electron commerce, medicine, science visualization, engineering analysis and game fields. The feature of 3D mesh data is large, so it will incur difficulties for interactive rendering and transmission on the Internet.
Typical 3D mesh data (models) contains geometry information and connectivity information. According to the type of mesh element playing the dominant role in the compression scheme, mesh connectivity compression algorithms (compressing connectivity information of mesh) can be categorized as vertex based [1, 2] , edge based [3] and face based [4, 5, 6, 7] . All these algorithms generate operator series with mesh connectivity information, and then use an entropy coding method, such as Huffman [8] or later arithmetic method [9] , to compress the operator series.
While all the algorithms directly use Huffman or arithmetic method simply to encode a mesh's connectivity information, of which the arithmetic coding method is regarded as the best with its compression ratio equal to the entropy of the encoded series, we notice that the compression ratio can be improved further if some information implied in the data can be exploited and use it to predict the operator currently being encoded. It is well known that if high probability symbols are encoded using fewer bits, we can get a more optimal compression rate. But because we can not get the exact statistical distribution of all the operators without first scanning all the data, we just can make prediction according to the information obtained during the encoding process or something implied in the data. Our paper is focused on how to use the property of triangular mesh and the correlation of operators obtained by one kind of mesh traversing method to improve the probability of the correctly prediction to increase the compression ratio.
The algorithm in this article is an improved algorithm of JBS [6] . The operator series in our algorithm is as same as the one in JBS. The difference lies in the method that encodes the operator series. By analyzing the property of triangular mesh and the correlation of operators obtained by JBS, we can predict the operator currently being encoded according to the operator last encoded. By sorting all the possible predicted operators by the probability from maximum to minimum, a binary strand for each of the operators can be obtained, of which the high probability operator is given a shorter bits, and then we encode every bit of the binary strands by adaptive arithmetic coding method. Although our algorithm can't guarantee that the correctness of the prediction is 100% sure, of which length of the result of arithmetic coding is 0, the correctness of our prediction method is very high and the compression ratio could be improved greatly.
Related work
With the popularization of mesh models, growingregion based mesh connectivity compression methods are put forward. During the mesh traverse, a directional boundary consist of edges is kept, which separates the mesh into two parts, the traversed part and the non-traversed part. In the process of the mesh traversal, faces iteratively come into the traversed part from non-traversed part one by one. For the convenience, we define the edge currently being handled on the boundary the gate, and for the triangular mesh, the non-traversed triangle connected to the gate is called the active triangle. The vertex, which belongs to the active triangle but is not at the gate, is named the third vertex.
The first method of growing-region based mesh connectivity compression method is TG algorithm proposed by Touma and Gotsman [2] , which is a vertex based mesh traverse method and use arithmetic coding method to encode the result the traverse method generates. It is single resolution lossless connectivity compression method only for triangular mesh, and generally considered to have the best performance. For more information, interested people can refer the good survey paper of [10, 11, 12] .
Rossignac et al. [7] proposed the first face-based connectivity compression method, Edgebreaker (EB for short). The algorithm proposed by Jong et al. [6] further improves the triangle traversal method of EB.
In EB and JBS, the directions of the boundaries both are anti-clockwise. EB uses operator S splitting the graph into two non-traversed parts. JBS uses a new operator J replacing S to handle the splitting case. JBS directly updates the next edge of the gate at the boundary as the new gate and signs the active triangle un-traversed this time. By this method, JBS can avoid splitting the graph into two un-traversed parts. It uses five operators QCRLJ to denote the different operations to triangles in the process of mesh traversing. Among QCRLJ, CRL comes from EB while C represents that the third vertex is not at the boundary, and L and R indicate that the third vertex is at the boundary and two edges of the active triangle is at the boundary (one is superposition with the gate and the other is called "e"). "L" and "R" respectively denote that "e" is at the different direction of the gate. Q combines the C and R of EB. J replaces S of EB but is quite different from it. J(Jump) indicates that the next edge of the gate at the boundary is regarded as the new gate and the active triangle is not traversed this time but will be met later and traversed. Fig. 1 illustrates the five operators QCRLJ.
In Fig. 1 the gray parts are traversed triangles and the white parts are un-traversed ones. The dividing lines between the gray and white parts are the boundaries. The thick red edges with arrow are the gates. The yellow triangles are the active triangles that will be fallen under the gray parts after being traversed. The red big dots are the third vertexes. The thick mauve edges are the next gates. Fig. 2 gives an example of the procession of mesh traversing. In Fig. 2 , the yellow arrow indicates the track of mesh traversing. At last, in total 27 operators are obtained: CQQJRLRCJQ QRRLLLRQQQ RRLLRLR in Fig. 2 . JBS uses arithmetic coding method to directly encode the operator series obtained by its mesh traversing method. In comparison with Huffman coding method, arithmetic coding method can highly improve the compression ratio. Furthermore, JBS can decode triangles using one pass method and the order of decoding is as same as the encoding.
Correlation of operators
All the connectivity compression algorithms in recent years commonly first produce an operator series by some kind of mesh traversing method, and then use an entropy encoding method to encode the series. Huffman coding method and arithmetic coding method both are used, of which the arithmetic coding method is regarded as the best one with its compression ratio equal to the entropy of the encoded series. So much previous effort on mesh connectivity compression focuses on mesh traversing aspect. By analyzing the operator series, we observe that the operators obtained by mesh traversing are correlative. If the property of triangular mesh and the correlation of operators obtained by one kind of mesh traversing method can be fully exploited to predict correctly the operator currently encoded, the compression ratio might be improved, even highly improved.
Fig. 3. The impossible neighboring operators
By analyzing the mesh traversing method of JBS and the property of triangular mesh, we find that some features can be used to highly improve mesh connectivity compression ratio: 1. For a closed manifold triangular mesh, the average valence of per vertex is 6. For a regular triangular mesh, the valence of most vertexes is 6. For a non-regular triangular mesh, the range of the valence value is large. But for most commonly available triangular mesh, the absolutely non-regular triangular meshes are few, and most of triangular meshes lie between regular and non-regular. 2. According to the principle of mesh traversing in JBS, we can see that some operators can be rarely in neighbor, or the occurrence probability of their neighboring is sharply small. For example, the operator consecutive to C can't be R (CR is the Q), the operator consecutive to J or Q can not be L, which are illustrated in Fig 3. In Fig.3 the thick red lines are the gates. The thick mauve lines are the next gates. The thick green dashed lines represent the impossible triangles next to be traversed. The thin black dashed lines represent the active triangle, which is not traversed this time and will be traversed later and only recode operator J with change of the gate.
In our process of encoding the operator series obtained by JBS, we can predict the operator currently being encoded with high probability exactness according to its previous encoded operator and the above property of 1). As to how to predict it, see the following Section 4.2.2.
New connectivity compression method
The encoding algorithm in this article is a connectivity compression algorithm for triangular mesh. The whole algorithm divided into two parts: 1) Obtain operator series by Using JBS. 2) For each operator in the series, we encode it by using a variable code-mode based method.
Obtaining operator series
Our algorithm directly uses the operator series obtained by the mesh traversing method in JBS. There are obvious advantages in using this type of mesh traversing method. Firstly, its decoding method could be in one pass, and secondly, the orders of encoding and decoding are the same and the decoding process is simple. A triangle can be discarded after it is decoded, so it may be easily adapted to online applications. Besides, the memory for decoding in the method is little, and the time complexity of decoding is linear. The encoding method using in our article doesn't affect the precession of JBS mesh traversing method, so our algorithm has all advantages of JBS algorithm.
Variable code-mode based method 4.2.1. Inspiration of our algorithm
Every symbol in one operator series has its respectively occurrence probability distribution. The average amount of bits per symbol spent by an optimal coding scheme to this series is called the entropy [10] . The entropy can be decimal fraction and it has a theoretical value [10] equal to is provided except the operator series, the above entropy is the best compression ratio that could be obtained. The integer method [9] can achieve the entropy value [10] .
To improve the compression ratio of a given operator series, besides the series itself, other information, in particular the feature of operator distribution should be fully utilized to its advantage. It is the key idea of our algorithm. By exploiting the correlation of operators and the property of triangular mesh, our algorithm can calculate a code-mode for each operator in the series and use as few bits as possible to represent the operator.
Calculating variable code-mode
We can predict the operator currently encoded by the last operator encoded and the property of triangular mesh. The predicted possible operators are sorted by the probability from maximum to minimum. For the operator currently encoded, its code-mode consists of the sorted predicted operators. It is high probability that the first operator in the code mode is the currently encoded operator. All predicting strategies for calculating the code-modes of an operator are illustrated in Table 1 , in which "pre" is the operator last encoded. D is 6 because the number 6 is the most possible value of the valence of the pivot [10] (see section 3). D0 is the number of the traversed triangles connected to the non-pivot vertex of the gate. D1 is the number of the traversed triangles connected to the pivot vertex. The column "other condition" in Table 1 uses "<=" but not "=" because D is the ideal value but not the real valence of the pivot vertex.
Table 1. Code-Modes Enumeration

Pre Other condition
The predicted operators sorting by the probability from max. to min..
Impossible operators
The others are as same as the following three rows according to D and D1.
In Fig. 4 , we give an example of calculating the operator of maximum probability according to D (D=6) and D1 when the last encoded operator is Q. D1=4 D0=2 here in Fig. 4 . Black Q is the operator last encoded. Green operator is the predicted operator in maximum probability. Black thin line is the boundary and red thick line is the gate. Black thin dashed line is the edges of traversed triangles. Green thick dashed line represents the next triangle in maximum probability. Because D equals to 6 (for regular manifold triangle mesh, the valence of the most vertices in the mesh is 6), the above predictions are all right. Considering D1 is not 6 (6 is the maximum probability), we can conclude that it is highly possible that D1 equals 5 or 7. For the left situation in Fig. 4 , D-D1 is not 2, but 3 or 1 (corresponding to the right or median situation), so the operator currently encoded corresponds to C or R. Therefore, for the left situation in Fig. 4 , the predicted operators sorted by probability from maximum to minimum are Q, C, R (see the second row in Table 1 ). We can make most use of the second probability operator if the operator in maximum probability is not the one currently being encoded. For other situation, the same conclusion can be drawn. The predicted operators in Table 1 (codemodes) are all obtained by the similar principle. Table 1 . The maximum number of predicted operators is five and the minimum is three. Different binary strands are allocated to the five predicted operators (possible or impossible) according to their probabilities. The binary strands respectively are 0/100/101/110/111 (we will discuss why we use such binary strands in section 4.2.3). For example, we employ binary strands (a code-mode) Q(0) C(100) R(101) J(110) L(111) when the operator last encoded is Q and D1-D=2 (the second row in Table 1) . A code-mode can be decided before an operator is encoded by the code-mode method above.
Adaptive arithmetic coding
We can calculate a code-mode for an operator by using the method in previous section before it is encoded. According to the code-mode, it is easy to obtain the binary strand of the operator currently being encoded. For example, if the operator currently being encoded is Q, the coding binary strand for the operator is 0 according to the above code-mode (the second row in Table 1 ). If the operator currently being encoded is C, the corresponding binary strand is 100. Finally in our algorithm, the above binary stands are encoded one by one by adaptive arithmetic coding method.
The related contents about adaptive arithmetic coding method are: 1) The arithmetic coding unit is a bit. 2) Adaptive arithmetic coding method is realized by integer method [9] .
Whether the operator currently encoded is predicted right is the key factor to decide the final compression ratio of an adaptive arithmetic coding method. We encode a bit 0 if the prediction is right. Otherwise, 3 bits of 0 and 1 are encoded if the prediction is wrong. To encode bit 0 as more as possible in our algorithm, the binary strand of the second probability operator should has more bit 0 and less bit 1. The other binary strands could be obtained by the same principle. Further more, the rate of the rightness of our prediction method for the operator currently being encoded is high by using our variable code-mode based method. Therefore, a simplest binary strand 0 is preferably selected for the predicted operator in maximum probability. To sum up the above analysis, we sort the five predicted operators (including impossible ones) according to their probabilities from maximum to minimum, and the corresponding binary strands are 0/100/101/110/111.
Our code-mode uses bit 0 and few bits to represent the operator currently being encoded. With the high rate of the correctness for predicting the operator currently being encoded in the new algorithm, bit 0 takes most proportion of all the bits the prediction method generates. The compression rate of adaptive arithmetic coding method to such a 0-1 series is very high. The compression ratio is the entropy of the 0-1 series and it is highly better than the entropy of the operator series. So the final compression ratio by using our algorithm can be highly improved.
Decoding
There is only a little difference on the decoding process between our algorithm and JBS.
While encoding an operator, we calculate a codemode for it according to the operator last encoded and the respective number of the traversed triangles connected to the two vertexes of the gate and the predicted valence (D=6) of the pivot. The above information for calculating a code-mode is also known by the decoder. Therefore, the same code-mode can be calculated by the decoder while decoding.
The unit of adaptive arithmetic coding is a bit (1 or 0). We only encode five static binary strands (0/100/101/110/111) while encoding. If the decoded bit is 0, the operator encoded can be obtained according to the current code-mode, the operator in maximum probability. If the decoded bit is "1", the consecutive two bits will be decoded together and the three consecutive bits construct a 3-bit binary strand. The operator encoded can be obtained according to the 3-bit binary strand and the current code-mode. Then a triangle can be decoded or only the gate is updated according to the operator decoded by using the mesh decoding method of JBS. At last a new code-mode is calculated for decoding the next operator. Repeat the above process till the whole mesh is restored. The decoding method of our algorithm has advantage of only one pass, less decoding memory requirement, quick decoding and adaptability to online applications.
Analysis of time and space complexity
Our algorithm has linear time and space complexity. The number of operators obtained by mesh traversing in JBS is usually less than the number of triangles in the mesh. But the difference between them is small for all our test models. Each operator has a binary strand, at most three bits (most have only a bit "0") and the time for coding a bit using adaptive arithmetic coding is a constant. The time for calculating a code-mode and searching a binary strand in a code-mode is also a constant. Therefore, the time complexity of our variable code-mode based arithmetic coding is O(f), here f is the number of triangles in the mesh.
The space for calculating a code-mode is a very small constant because it uses only the operator last encoded. It only needs a small constant memory to record all the code-modes. A chain for calculating a code-mode and mesh traversing requires to be kept in memory. The size of the chain is related to the size and construction of the mesh, but its length is much less than the number of the vertex of the mesh. More memory consumption is needed in loading the complete mesh into the memory, including all vertexes and faces. Therefore, the space complexity is O (v+f), here v is the number of the vertexes in the mesh and f is the number of triangles in the mesh.
Experimental results
We have implemented our algorithm as well as JBS and TG algorithms. The part test models are shown in Fig. 5 . All of the experimental results are given in Table 2 , where #V is the number of the vertexes in the mesh, #F is the number of the triangles in the mesh, and LY is the compression ratio of our algorithm, and %JBS is the percentage of improvement of our algorithm over JBS algorithm. TG is the compression ratio by using TG and %TG is the percentage of improvement of our algorithm over TG algorithm.
In comparison with JBS, the compression ratio of our algorithm (the columns "LY" in Table 2 ) has been promoted highly to most of our test models by more than 30% (the columns "%JBS") and the maximum is 67%.
We also compare our compression ratio with the one of TG algorithm [2] , which is commonly regarded as the best performance in compression ratio aspect (see the column "TG" in Table 2 ). Our compression ratio is higher than the one of TG by over 10% for most test models (see Table 2 , the column "%TG", which is the percentage of improvement of our compression ratio than the one of TG). 
Conclusion and future works
Our algorithm mainly makes an improvement on encoding the operators of JBS. The method highly rightly predicts the every operator by fully exploiting the correlation of operators and the property of triangular mesh. It uses a variable code-mode to obtain binary strand for every operator and an adaptive arithmetic coding method to encode the every bit of the binary strand. In comparison with the JBS, the compression ratio by using our algorithm is highly improved for most test models. The compression ratio by using our algorithm is even higher than that of TG for most of our models tested.
There are lots of works need to be done in the future, especially for irregular mesh. Extension of our algorithm to other mesh traversing method is also interesting.
